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New Troika—
New Opportunities
On September 25, 2009, the
strategic alliance between Troika
Dialog and Standard Bank that was
announced in March of this year was
given approval by all regulators,
thus closing a remarkable deal with
a novel format and partnership
mechanism.
As a reminder, Troika Dialog and
Standard Bank on March 6, 2009,
announced the signing of a strategic
partnership, under which Standard
Bank secures a 33% stake in Troika
Dialog, pays the company $200 mln
and contributes to Troika a 100% share
in its Russian subsidiary commercial
bank — ZAO Standard Bank.

The main goal of the alliance between
the two equal partners is to build the
New Troika, the financial institute of
the future with an emerging-markets
focus. The partnership with Standard
Bank, the leading banking group in
Africa, considerably expands Troika
Dialog’s capabilities and global
footprint, while providing our Russian
and foreign clients with an expanded
offering of products and services. In
addition, the alliance will combine
Troika’s knowledge of CIS markets
with Standard Bank’s global expertise
and provide foreign clients with
greater access to the Russian market,
and Russian clients with greater

Troika’s Analysts Place First
in Extel Focus Russia
Survey 2009

access to foreign markets.
A great deal of work was completed
in the seven months since the deal
was first announced: approval
was secured from 8 regulators in 7
countries, including Russia, South
Africa, the U.S. and U.K.; internal
processes at Troika were optimized
and rebuilt; immense tasks relating to
integration of Standard Bank Russia
were completed; work on several joint
deals was started.
Thanks to our strategic partnership
with Standard Bank, we are sure
that our goal — to enter the group of
tier-1 global financial institutes in five
years’ time — will be achieved.

Troika Dialog’s Research team took
first place in Thomson Reuters Extel
Focus Russia Survey 2009, up from
second place in last year’s ranking.
Continued on p. 4

Troika News
Troika Dialog
Secures
EBRD Loan
Troika Dialog and the European Bank
for Reconstruction and Development
have reached formal agreement on a

VIII International
Investment Forum
“Sochi-2009”
Troika once again became an active
participant in the International
Economic Forum in Sochi, the
biggest annual event in the Russian
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five-year loan amounting to $150 mln.
The purpose of the loan is to diversify
Troika’s sources of funding and
provide the group with a longer term
and stable source of capital. Access
to longer term funding enables the
group to develop its role as Russia’s
leading securities market maker by
providing liquidity throughout market

cycles and by maintaining confidence
in the market system. The terms of
the agreement call for a one-time
payment after five years. This is the
fourth international loan obtained
by Closed Joint Stock Company
Investment Company Troika Dialog
and establishes the company as
having a sound credit history.

investment community. This year’s
Forum was held under the slogan
“Russia. Investment strategy.” Two
key topics this year — boosting
Russia’s investment attractiveness
and strengthening the country’s
outside economic positions — were
raised for discussion during the round
table “Troubled assets — blocking the
way to economic recovery,” where

Andrei Sharonov acted as moderator.
“Troika Dialog has mandates and
considerable experience restructuring
debts and troubled assets. The Sochi
Forum, where the company’s experts
traditionally play an active role, is a
unique platform for discussing the
most acute economic issues, troubled
assets certainly among them,” Andrei
Sharonov said.

AWARDS

Troika Dialog Participates Actively in
the XIII St. Petersburg International
Economic Forum
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Troika Dialog participated actively in
the XIII St. Petersburg International
Economic Forum, held in Russia’s
‘Northern Capital’ in June 2009.
Traditionally, heads of state, the
elite of Russian and global business,
ranking government officials and
leading international experts have

gathered at the Forum for discussions
of top-priority economic issues.
Troika this year sent a strong
delegation of experts to the Forum
to share their opinions on ongoing
processes and outlooks on the
Russian and international economies.
In particular, Ruben Vardanian

participated in the session “Financial
markets: risks and regulation;”
Evgeny Gavrilenkov participated in
the session “A new model of market
economics and long-term results of
the crisis;” while Andrei Sharonov
acted as moderator during the session
“Restructuring financial institutes.”

Troika Dialog Recognized as Russia’s Best

recognition for outstanding results in various

and success.” Troika Dialog Group has won this

Investment Bank

market segments over the past year, as well as for

prestigious prize in each of the past three years.

Emeafinance Magazine — the leading source

outperforminging the market by the quantity of

Last year, prizes were awarded to Troika Dialog

of information on financial matters in EMEA

deal closures and showing market leadership.

Investment Company and Troika Dialog Asset

countries (Europe, the Middle East and Africa) —

Management, as well as to ‘Troika Dialog — Oil and

has recognized Troika Dialog as the “Best local

Troika on Top of the Financial Olympus

Gas Sector’ open-end mutual fund. In addition,

investment bank in Russia” according to 2008

Troika Dialog Investment Company has again

Chairman of the Board of Directors of Troika

results in the CEE & CIS Banking Awards ranking.

been awarded the Financial Olympus 2008

Dialog Asset Management Pavel Teplukhin was

The prize is awarded every year to leading banks

National Prize in the nomination “Broker: Asset

recognized for “outstanding contributions to

in Central and Eastern Europe and the CIS in

management strategy” and the category “Result

developing Russia’s wealth management industry.”

Troika News

Troika Dialog
appoints Paolo
Zaniboni as Head of
the London Office

Troika Dialog’s
Top Managers
Reelected to
KAMAZ
and AVTOVAZ
BODs
Andrei Sharonov
joins the Boards
of Directors
of several major
companies
In July 2009, Managing Director
of Troika Dialog Group Andrei
Sharonov joined the Board of
Directors of OAO Sheremetyevo
International Airport — Russia’s
largest airport in terms of regularly
scheduled international flights —
as an independent director. One
month later, in August 2009, Andrei
Sharonov was elected to the Board
of Directors of OAO Rosagroleasing,
a state-controlled company which
supplies Russian agricultural
manufacturers with modern
technology, high-tech livestock

In June 2009, Paolo Zaniboni —
Head of Research at Troika Dialog —
was appointed as Head of the
company’s London office. “This is
an exciting challenge, which I will
tackle alongside my existing role as
head of the bank's wider research
capability and as one of the team

managing the ongoing integration
with our new strategic partner
Standard Bank,” Mr. Zaniboni said.
“I am pleased to relocate to Troika's
London office and spearhead
the continued development of
its product offering to give our
London clients unrivalled access
to investment opportunities in the
CIS.” As a reminder, Paolo Zaniboni
was appointed as Head of Research
at Troika Dialog in June 2007. Since
that time, Mr. Zaniboni has helped
oversee a significant broadening
in the range of Research products
offered to the company’s clients.

A new Board of Directors of KAMAZ
was elected at the company’s
annual general meeting in June
2009. Four top managers from
Troika Dialog have kept their seats
on the KAMAZ Board of Directors:
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of Troika Dialog Group Ruben
Vardanian, Managing Director
and CRCO of Troika Dialog Group

Richard Ogdon, General Director of
Troika Dialog Financial Consultant
Mikhail Broitman, and Managing
Director of Troika Dialog Group and
President of Troika Capital Partners
Sergei Skvortsov. Also in June
2009, Ruben Vardanian, Richard
Ogdon and Sergei Skvortsov were
reelected to the Board of Directors
of AVTOVAZ.

equipment, and highly-productive
breeds of cattle. In addition, Andrei
Sharonov was reelected in 2009
to the Board of Directors of OAO
RusHydro, Russia’s largest power
company and the world’s secondbiggest hydro-generating company
by established capacity.
Mr. Sharonov was also reelected
to the Board of Directors of OAO
Russian Railways. As a reminder,
Andrei Sharonov also serves
as Chairman of the Committee
for Financial Markets and
Credit Organizations under the
Russian Chamber of Industry
and Commerce, and as a Member
of the RF Ministry of Economic
Development Advisory Board for
new technology zones.
As Managing Director of Troika
Dialog Group, Andrei Sharonov
heads the Investment Banking
Department and oversees
interactions with government
structures.
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Troika News
Troika’s Analysts
Place First in Extel
Focus Russia
Survey 2009
Troika Dialog’s Research team took
first place in Thomson Reuters Extel

the

Focus Russia Survey 2009, up from
second place in last year’s ranking.
An impressive four analysts from
Troika Dialog appear in the Top Ten
ranking of leading analysts, including
chemicals specialist Mikhail Stiskin in
first position and oil and gas specialist
Oleg Maximov in third. Chief Economist
Evgeny Gavrilenkov and Chief Strategist

Troiker newsletter

Kingsmill Bond appear in sixth and
seventh positions respectively. Seven
analysts took first place in their
respective categories, with a further five
appearing in the top three. Troika also
prevailed in six industry nominations:
oil and gas, stock market strategy,
trading and execution, chemicals, and
metallurgies and mining.

Troika Dialog’s Analysts — among the
top five most-quoted on the market
Troika Dialog’s Research team has
reinforced its leading positions
on the Russian market. According
to research conducted by the
Investguru online portal, six equity
analysts representing Troika

Dialog ranked among the 50 most
often quoted in the media: Evgeny
Gavrilenkov (economics, politics),
Valery Nesterov (oil and gas), Mikhail
Stiskin (metallurgies, chemicals,
transport, machine building), Evgeny

Golosnoy (telecommunications),
Olga Veselova (banks, insurance)
and Sergei Donskoi (metallurgies).
Significantly, Evgeny Gavrilenkov
and Valery Nesterov placed among
the top five.

NAUFOR Again Acknowledges
Leadership of Troika Dialog’s Traders
Troika Dialog for the eighth
consecutive year has prevailed
in NAUFOR’s Stock Market Elite
competition. The company took first
place in two key nominations: Best
Trading Division and Stock Market
Company. Troika Dialog Group has
a history of success in NAUFOR

competitions. In particular, Troika
Dialog Investment Company was
acknowledged as Company of the
Year and Company of the Stock
Market on four separate occasions;
Troika Dialog Asset Management
was twice acknowledged as Best
Asset Manager; and Troika Dialog’s

traders prevailed as Best Trading
Division and Best Trader in 2003 and
2005-2007. NAUFOR’s annual Stock
Market Elite competition recognizes
the achievements of professional stock
market participants over the previous
calendar year. The competition was
inaugurated in 2000.

Position of Troika Dialog on the leading Russian trading floors
Exchanges

RTS Classica
RTS Standard
FORTS main
FORTS options
MICEX equity main session
MICEX fixed income main session
MICEX equity NDM
MICEX fixed income NDM
MICEX equity REPO
MICEX fixed income REPO
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Rating

Market share, %

1
2
6
10
5
1
3
6
4
3

47.9%
55.8%
14.6%
5.5%
11.8%
12.9%
18.3%
7.6%
14.7%
8.0%
Source: official reporting from exchanges. 3Q 2009

Troika News
offerings of Troika Index Bonds —
a new product from Troika and a
unique item on Russia’s private
investments market. Troika Index
Bonds, released in accordance with
Russian legislation, are analogous
to principal protected notes, now
a ubiquitous product on foreign
markets. The innovative product

opens wide opportunities for
structured products under Russian
law. The company’s experts view the
results of the offering as successful,
and Troika is already planning
future offerings as well as new
investment strategies to benefit its
clients.

Troika remains the lead underwriter
of bond offerings on the Russian
market. In particular, in August 2009
Troika underwrote offerings of five
series of OAO LUKOIL commercial
paper with a record volume of R25
bln, maturity after 1092 days and
a coupon period of 182 days. The
deal is unique in that so large of

an offering was underwritten by
a single bank. Over the course of
book building, applications were
submitted by 126 investors with a
dependence coefficient between
12.30% and 14.59% annually, while
the overall volume of demand
amounted to R65,851.9 mln rubles.
The coupon rate for each series of

commercial paper was set at 13.35%
annually, while applications were
accepted from 117 investors. “The
offering of OAO LUKOIL commercial
paper represents the largest-ever
market offering of debt securities by
a corporate issuer in Russia,” said
Pavel Sokolov, Head of DCM and
Structured Products.

Troika completes
offering of
Samara region
bonds

underwriter of bond offerings in
Russia. In particular, in August 2009
the application book was closed on
an offering of Samara region bonds
with an overall volume of R2.425
bln, maturity after 1365 days and a
coupon period of 91 days. Over the
course of book building, investors
submitted a total of 30 applications
with coupon rates ranging between

14.25% and 16.00% annually, while
overall demand amounted to
R4,233 mln. Based upon the book
building results, the coupon rate for
the bonds was set at 15% annually.
The Ministry of Finances of the
Samara region chose to accept
applications from 26 investors.

In July 2009, Norilsk Nickel nonstate pension fund transferred to
Troika Dialog AM a new tranche of
pension savings amounting to R900.0
mln. As a reminder, Troika Dialog AM
in March 2009 was tapped to manage
assets belonging to Norilsk Nickel
non-state pension fund following
participation in a competitive
recruitment process along with other
leading wealth management firms.
At end 2008, the fund’s management
selected the four most professional

and reliable asset management
companies in Russia, Troika Dialog
AM among them. In March 2009,
pension reserves amounting to more
than R1.7 bln and pension savings
totaling R1.3 bln were transferred
to the company’s management.
Therefore, with the new tranche, the
sum of pension savings belonging to
Norilsk Nickel non-state pension fund
under management by Troika Dialog
AM has reached R2.2 bln.

Troika closes the book
on two offerings of
Troika Index Bonds
In June and September the book
was closed on the first and second

Troika Dialog
underwrites
a unique bond
offering for the
Russian market

Even during the global recession,
Troika Dialog remains the leading

Norilsk Nickel
again opts for
Troika
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Troika introduces the Single
Statute for rendering brokerage
services.
In July 2009, Troika Dialog’s
Personal Investments Department
enacted the Single Statute for
rendering brokerage services, a
new policy which combines the
terms of service for Internet trading
and trading through a company

specialist while also providing
clients with access to the full range
of investment instruments offered
by the company on all trading
platforms. Furthermore, new clients
will open brokerage accounts with
the company by signing a brief,
one-page agreement, under which
the client agrees to the terms
of service established by Troika
Dialog and selects the investment
product best suited to his or her
requirements and investment
goals. The Single Statute promises
to simplify paperwork circulation
in the company and expedite
customer service.

Andrei Sharonov, Managing
Director of Troika Dialog Group,
and Victor Kosharov, Chairman of
the Sverdlovsk Region Government,
have signed a partnership
agreement aimed at developing
financial markets in the Sverdlovsk
region as well as improving the
investment attractiveness of local

businesses by revealing areas in
need of investment and identifying
optimal sources of funding.
Simultaneously, Troika Dialog
will promote financial awareness
through a number of conferences,
seminars and roundtables intended
for government servants and
representatives of local business.

the largest commercial banking
network in Scandinavia and the
Baltic region with a client base
comprising 9.4 million individuals and
600,000 corporate clients. Under the
agreement, shares in 11 open-ended
and two interval funds overseen by
Troika Dialog Asset Management will
be available for purchase at Swedbank

locations in Moscow, St. Petersburg
and Kaliningrad. The agreement with
Swedbank brings the total number
of bank-agents working with Troika
Dialog to 13. According to Andrei
Zvezdochkin, Director of Personal
Investments at Troika Dialog, “We are
delighted to commence our promising
new partnership with Swedbank. It
is gratifying indeed that Swedbank
views Troika Dialog as a reliable
partner and is ready to provide clients
with access to our financial products.”

annually. Results for the first half
of 2009 and the first quarter of 2009
were equally impressive — 92.98%
and 88.74% annually, respectively.
According to Pavel Teplukhin,
Managing Director at Troika
Dialog Group and Chairman of
the Board of Directors of Troika
Dialog Asset Management, these

are phenomenal numbers in every
regard, especially considering
the significant losses of 2008. The
record yield on pension savings
management resulted from the
company’s decision at the start of
the third quarter to increase the
overall share of stock investments
in its Pension Fund portfolio.

Nothing but
the best for
Troika’s clients!

Troika Dialog and
the Sverdlovsk
Region Government
to Promote Local
Economy

Troika Dialog expands
its bank-agent
network
In August 2009, Troika Dialog Asset
Management added a new name to
its list of bank-agents — Swedbank,

Pension Savings
Management
After three quarters of 2009, Troika
Dialog Asset Management has posted
market-leading yield in pension
savings management — 97.54%
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Troika News
Troika Dialog and
Standard Bank
to Enhance
Russian-African
Commercial Ties
The newly-formed partnership
between Troika Dialog and Standard

Bank is producing tangible results.
In particular, the two partners have
set their aims upon strengthening
commercial ties between Russia
and Africa while facilitating mutual
involvement in major investment
projects, according to Managing
Director of Troika Dialog Group
Andrei Sharonov, speaking during
a recent visit to Africa aimed at
introducing a delegation of Russian
businessmen and politicians to

Standard Bank’s experts as well as
exploring new sources of funding for
Russian projects on African markets.
According to Mr. Sharonov, Russian
companies are interested in, among
other things, gaining access to
mineral resources and participating
in energy and infrastructure projects.
Meanwhile, many governments in
Africa are turning to new sources
of funding as the global community
emerges from recession.

Standard Bank wins Best Investment Bank
in Africa and Nigeria
Standard Bank reinforced its
emerging markets and African
credentials after winning three
awards at the Euromoney Awards
for Excellence ceremony in London.
The authoritative Euromoney
Magazine — one of the premier
information sources for the

Troika Dialog
invests in innovative
IT service
Troika Dialog together with
DOCOMO Capital has invested

wholesale finance industry —
recognized Standard Bank Group
as the Best Investment Bank in
Africa, the Best Investment Bank in
Nigeria, and the Best Equity House
in Africa. The Euromoney Awards
for Excellence ceremony was held
on July 8 in London. Richard Gush,

$6.5 mln in Evernote, the U.S.
creator of the Evernote Web service
designed to allow users to easily
capture and store information,
memories, and content in any
environment. Troika Dialog acted
as the anchor investor in round A
of this venture project by investing
$4.5 mln in the company. According
to Artem Yukhin, Director of
Venture Funds at Troika, a good

Chief Executive of Corporate and
Investment Banking at Standard
Bank, said: “These awards are a
gratifying tribute to our teams in
Africa and the customers they serve.
However, we still have much to do to
fulfill our ambitions on the African
continent.”

understanding of its target audience
and high user loyalty makes
Evernote one of the most highlypromising start-ups. The invested
funds will be put toward increasing
the company’s number of users by
supporting even more languages
and creating localized versions of
software.
Evernote also continues active
implementation of new products,
including offering its clients services
for a wide range of platforms and
mobile devices.
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Troika Dialog is the leading Investment Bank in the CIS
Troika Dialog is the leading Russian investment company.
The year of our founding says a lot. If our company was founded in Russia in 1991, that means we are the same age
as the New Russia.
We have extensive experience with growth in crisis conditions.
We helped create the Russian stock market.
In a changing world of the strong and equal, we guarantee the stability of success through a philosophy of
responsible leadership.
When it comes to mediating between companies and investors, we ensure the interests of both sides are balanced.
That’s what you call dialogue in the Troika style.
By helping our clients achieve growth and prosperity, we ourselves are growing too. We don’t sell financial products,
but help our clients find the optimal financial solution.
We offer a wide range of investment products and services for private investors.

Troika Dialog was one of the first:
• To become an authorized dealer on the MICEX and begin trading in short-term government bonds (GKOs)
• To begin developing a regional network
• To become a market maker on the RTS (Russian Trading System)
• To get involved in the creation of the National Association of Securities Market Participants (NAUFOR)
and the Depository Clearing Company (DCC)
• To create a fund for American investors who wished to invest in Russian securities
(Lexington Troika Dialog Russia Fund)
• To publish a daily review of the financial markets (Russia Market Daily)
• To organize a market placement of corporate bonds (Slavneft)
• To become a member-participant of the World Economic Forum
• To make firm stock prices from 8 am to midnight
• To launch trading in equity options and provide firm two-way prices to clients on screen

Best Domestic Investment Bank;
Best Investment Management Company;

1st palce in best research department ranking among best Russian

Best Equity Research;

investment banks and brokers «Thomson Reuters Extel Focus Russia

Best Domestic Bond Research.

Survey 2009»

«Best Russian bank and Companies 2009»

13 team positions

Global Finance

«Thomson Reuters Extel Focus Russia Survey 2009» ranking

Best Local Investment Bank

Best Local Private Banking

«CEE & CIS Banking Awards», Emeafinance magazine

Euromoney magazine ranking, «Best world private banks 2009»

Rating «А++» — «The higest level of reliability and quality of services»
«Expert RА» Rating Agency
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